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THE SHARPNESS OF KUZNETSOV'S O(VfK-) L1 -ERROR ESTIMATE 
FOR MONOTONE DIFFERENCE SCHEMES 

TAO TANG AND ZHEN-HUAN TENG 

ABSTRACT. We derive a lower error bound for monotone difference schemes to 
the solution of the linear advection equation with BV initial data. A rigorous 
analysis shows that for any monotone difference scheme the lower LI-error 
bound is 0(v&)x, where Ax is the spatial stepsize. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Conservative monotone difference schemes, which include the TLax-Friedrichs 
scheme, Godunov's scheme, and the Engquist-Osher scheme [3], play an impor- 
tant role in both theoretical analysis and practical computation for hyperbolic 
conservation laws. From the viewpoint of numerical computation, accuracy and 
error bounds are of particular interest. Harten, Hyman, and Lax [4] pointed 
out that the monotone difference'schemes are of at.most first-order accuracy 
and Kuznetsov [6] showed that their (upper) L.'-error bound is O(JAi) as 
Ax goes to zero, where Ax is the spatial stepsize. 

In this paper we demonstrate that all monotone schemes applied to linear 
first-order conservation laws in one dimension have a best possible V'&x rate 
of convergence when applied to discontinuous data. 

A (p + q + 1)-point conservative finite difference scheme 

(1l.1 ) VI+' = H( p, V p+, ... ,Vj+ q) 

* = Vn _ IJIV VJ+q)- JiyVjp, , n 
- [f.n jq 

is said to be monotone if H is a monotone nondecreasing function of each of 
its arguments, and is said to be consistent with a scalar conservation law 

O9u 9f(U) 
(1.2a) + = O, x E R, t > O, 

(1.2b) ult=o = uO(x), 

if the numerical flux f satisfies 

(1.3) f(w w) = f(w) 
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where A = At/Ax = const, p and q are given nonnegative integers, and 

I rxj+Ax/2 
(1.4) v5-TA(uo)(xi) = j uo(x)dx, xj= jAx. Vi ~~~AX xj-Axl2 

Stability, convergence, and error estimates for monotone difference schemes can 
be found in [2], [6], and [8]. 

It is easy to see that if (1.2) is the linear advection equation 
au au (1.5a) -t + a5- = O (a = const), 

(1.5b) ult=o = uo(x), 

then a linear (p + q + 1)-point monotone difference scheme is of the form 
q 

(1.6) = Z a.v7+s, 
s=-p 

where 

(1.7) a, > O for s=-p,.... ,q. 

The consistency condition (1.3) implies that 
q 

(1.8) Zas=l 
s=-p 

and 
q 

(1.9) sa, = -1a. 
S=-p 

Denote 

5$i= {s[I as>0} and Si\so = {s I s E5i and s $ so}, 

where so is an index which satisfies aso = maxSe_ as. For the analysis of (1.6), 
we introduce 

(1.10) vAx(x, t) = vjn for (x, t) E [Xj_.112, Xj+112) X [tn, tn+I), 

where X1+11/2 =(j + 1/2)1Ax, tn = nAt, n E N and jE Z. 
In this paper we will prove the following theorem. 

Theorem. Any monotone difference scheme (1.6), which is consistent with (1.5), 
has the following L1-error bounds: for any M > 0 and t > 0 

c (p , q) MZV7vas /VAX? SUP 11VAx(.,t)-U(3, t)IIL1(R) 
(1.11) S#SO IUOIBV<M 

< M [2 s2a2a 2 J /Aix+ Ax] 

provided that Ax is small enough. Here, c(p, q) > 0 is a constant depending 
only on p and q, u(x, t) is the solution of (1.5) and 

(1.12) IUOIBV = SUP IjIuO(. + h) -Uo(.)IILI(R). 
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Remark 1. The lower bound of (1.11) indicates that, except in a trivial case 
(a, = 0 - for s / so, a pure translation), any monotone difference scheme 
applied to a linear advection equation has an L1 convergence order of at most 
one-half in the class BV of solutions. 

Remark 2. Several authors have studied error estimates for difference schemes 
to first-order hyperbolic equations by using Fourier methods (see [1,5] and ref- 
erences therein). However, to the best of our knowledge, none of these includes 
a lower error bound for monotone difference schemes in the presence of dis- 
continuous initial data. 

2. SOME LEMMAS 

A key step in proving the lower error bound of (1.11) is to get a precise lower 
bound of a sum of terms with multi-indices running over a set J, (see the 
right-hand side of (3.7)). Lemma 2 and Lemma 4 below provide a precise lower 
cardinality of Jn, and precise lower bounds of the summand terms, respectively. 
Consequently, they yield the desired lower bound. Lemma 1 gives a multinomial 
equality, while Lemma 3 is a generalized de Moivre theorem [7], which gives 
an asymptotic formula for the multinomial probabilities. 
L>emma 1 If a = (ap2 ..- , aq) E RP satisfies (1.7) and (1.8), then 

(2.1) ECn(a) ea = 1, 
jal=n 

wherea (ap,...,aq)ENP+q+l, ai =a-p+...+ aq,a aa-P... aqq and 
Cn (a) is the multinomial coefficient defined by 

(2.2) Cn (a) = ! 
ap!. " -aq!' 

Proof. The above equality can be easily derived, and the proof is omitted. 0 

Denote 

(2.3) In={aIlal=n, aENp+q+l} 

(2A4a) 

in { {|Xe Ripq+t, (. s =an + ys v,-(s E Y,) and Xs = 
O 
(s ? $); 

ys E [y,s ?ys +Ays] (s E 5I\so) and Z y =O} 
sE5I 

and 

(2,4b) Jn = {aa EJn nNp+}+l, 

where a (a_p,, ... , aq) satisfies (1.7) and (1.8). 

Lemma 2. For sufficiently large n, 

(2,5) 
I>nl > 15S1/2( tI l^YSl)nfll-s51 S 

sEI \so 
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where IJ I and j&' I are the cardinalities of J, and Y, respectively. 
Proof. Since the set J, consists of all lattice points of J1,, we have 

lim n oomeas(Jn) 1 

and thus for sufficiently large n, 

I -l>meas(Jn 
But from calculus we find that 

meas(Jn) = &( j yI AY I)n(lk,H-1)/2 [ 
sEI \so 

Lemma 3. If ce Jn then 

(2.6) Cn (a~) a exp (- JS) 
(2.6) ~~~~(27rn)(l-'l-1)/2 rSEX/I N5-- 2as) 

uniformly for Ys E [y5, ys + Ay5] (s E 5' \so), i.e., as n -- ox, 

SUp Cn (a) aa/ (27rn)(l; -1)/2 vIs expK5 Ly) 1 0. 
(SE5I \so) 

Proof. The proof depends on Stirling's formula 

m! = V e-m mm'(1 + R(m)), 

where R(m) 0 as m -x 00. Since ca = asn + ys x- 00 as n 00 for 

s E 5', we have, by using the definition (2.2) and Stirling's formula, 

C-l(ck)aa - v/2e-nnnaa(l + R(n)) 
Cn (a) aa = 

(27r) I 1/2 HSEI v )e-naa HSEI (1 + R(as)) 

1 + R(n) 
(27rn)(Y1jI-1)/2 HSEI /as + ys/ /Vi 

1 
x 

I)s+sl- 

HsEI (1 + ys / (as Vi n +Ys I ISEI (1 + R (os)) 
where the last equality follows from the fact that 

aa = a' JJ nas 17 (1 +ys/(as Vl-))as = aann JJ (1 +ys/(a sxl))asn+ 

sE5' sE5' sE5 

Here we have used (1.8) and ZES Y5 = 0 . In order to prove (2.6), we need to 
verify the following formulas: 

(2.7) as + s 

and 

(2.8) F(n ( + )asn+Ys ex Y) 
sE5'j sE5'j~ 
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The first, (2.7), is obvious. Now we prove (2.8). Since 

In F(n) = E (asn + Ys v)ln (l + 
sE5i 

a 

we find, by applying Taylor's formula to ln(l + ys/(asv'-i)), that 

lnF(n) = (asn +ys~) [a> Y_ (a>i)2 +1(Y 3 

= x [~ys 2+a+ aS/~i ( aS + :2 3,)J 

where j5 e (0, y5) and il' e [y5, y5 +Aty5] . Now using ZSEg5IY = 0, we 
obtain that for sufficiently large n 

In E~l F(an)= a + ys(ln ) - 

This verifies (2.8) and hence (2.6) is proved. 53 

Lemma 4. If parameters yy and Ay5, def ned in JNo, are given by 

(2.9) =l Ay5 - 
_____s;l S9i0 

and a satisfes (1.7)-(1.9), thenafor sufficiently large n, 

2.10)EJin Cn (a) > (27rn)(kHl I)/2HSzE.; a/S 5 
a s 

(2.1T1h) v eJa h#nc 26 is proved. 

Proof. By using Lemma 3, we have for sufficiently large n, 

(2.12) C(O)a?(27rn)(I5'11)/2 HS v 
exp(_ 

Z 
Ys 

vfa-s~~~~~~~~~~E' 

Since y5 e L5, y5 + Ay5] for s $ s we have, on account of (2.8), 

(2.3) SE 2a-2a50 +e\ (s-so)2 - 2aS0 + (1\o 

On the other hand, from iE1 y5 = 0 and afi = maxl ag, we see that 

yaE 2 Z )?(eZ 2vW) (24an0(51- 1, ) 

E$\So sEsSI\so 
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or 

2aYs < 2(I9SI - 1)2. 

Substituting this into (2.13) gives 

SE 2aS - 

and combining this with (2.12) yields (2.10). 
We now turn to (2.11). By using (2.4b), (1.9), and (2.9), we have that 

Zsas +Aan = vZrn S E Ysy V rn E (S-So)Ys 
s sES9 SE59'$\so 

> ?\b Z a, Va E Jn cJn- 
s#sO 

This concludes the proof of (2.1 1). 0 

3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 

Proof of Theorem. By using (1.6) repeatedly for n 0, ..., n - 1, we can 
express v7 in terms of the initial data vP as 

(3.1) V= Cn(a) avy+9 sa' 
aEI, 

where Z, is the sum over s from -p to q. It is also known that the solution 
of (1.5) is of the form 

(3.2) u(x, t) = uo(x - at). 

Thus, we have 

(3.3) v2 -u(x, tn) = Cn (a) aa (vY+o E -uo(x -atn)), 
aEIn 

where we have used the equality (2.1). The upper error bound of (1.11) is 
a special case of the error estimate for scalar conservation laws [6], but the 
coefficient given here is more accurate. We will not present the proof here. 

In order to prove the lower error bound of (1.11) , we only need to verify 
that the first inequality holds for the Riemann initial data 

M12 for x>0, 
(3.4) uO(x) 0 forx=0, 

-M/2 forx < 0. 

From (1.4) and (3.4), we see that 

vY+Zsa = Us (Xi + AxZsas) 
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and hence 

V0 
J+ZsSas - uo(xj- at,) 

-M, -sas>j> Aan, 
s 

-M/2, -Zsas = i > Aan or -ZEsa > j =Aan, 
s s 

= 0, j> (Aan) V (-Zscs) or j < (Aan) A (-zsas) 

M/2, -Zsas = i < an or - Zsas < j = Aan, 
s s 

M, -Esas < j< Aan, 
s 

where c v d = max{c, d} and c A d= min{c, d}. Substituting this into (3.3) 
yields for j $ )an 

(3.5) 

v- U(Xj , tn) = E Cn(a) aa(vy+ssas -uo(xj - atn)) 
aEI, 

MZ {aEIn}In{j<- Essas} Cn (a) aa 

I M/2 Z{aEIn}n{j=-Zssas} Cn(a) aa for j > Aan, 

M {(tI"}n j>-sas}Cn (ax) aa 

+M/2E{aEIn}n{j=-CS,aS(a Cn(a) aa for j <Aan. 

For simplicity, we assume t = tn for some n(= t/At). Since u(x, tn) is a 
two-piecewise constant function and Ivj I < M/2, we have 

(v3a()AZ t)I-u t-u(,L (R) -MIVxx(* tn)- tn)||LI(R) 

> Ax lZv--u(xj, tn)I-MAx 
(3.6a) 

> A\x l Vjn - U(Xj,5 tn)I MAX. 

i#)Aan 

We divide the sum in the last term of (3.6a) into two parts, 

(3.6b) IV!7-U(Xj, tn)j = I+ + I, 
j#Aan 

where 

I+ 1V7u(xj, tn)l 
j>Aan 

and 

Z = vjn-U(Xj, tn)/. 
j<Aa 
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Substituting (3.5) into I+ gives 

I+=M m C, C(a)aa 
j>Aan {aEIn}fn{j<-,ssas} 

+M/2 Cn(a)Ze 
j>Aan {aEIn}n{ij=-EsSas} 

>M/2l 2 Cn(a)e 
j>Aan {aEIn}fn{j<-Essas} 

=M/2 (Zsas - [an])Cn(a)aa 
{aEIn}f{Aan<-Essas} S 

> M/2 Zsas -,)an Cn()aa) 
{aEIn}n{Aan<-sa,_s} S 

where [?] means the largest integer less than or equal to t . Similarly, we have 

I_ > M/2 (scrs +lAan) Cn(a) a. 
{aEI}fn{Aan>- ssal} s 

Adding I+ and L_ yields 

I++I- >M/2 Z Zsa +AanCn (a!)aa 
{aEInn{)Aan#-Z sas} S 

=M/2 Zsas +-Aan Cn (c) a. 
aEIn S 

By the definitions (2.3) and (2.4b) we know that Jn c In and, furthermore, 
assume that the parameters in Jn are given by (2.9), so that (2.10) and (2.11) 
hold. Then, on account of (2.5), we obtain 
(3.7) 

I++I >M/2Z { ZsaoS+).an Cn(a)aa} 
aEJn s 

> Jn I minM | sas +)Aan min Cn (a)a 
2 aEJn EJ 

S 

- 2 2 
E(9 

\soEIs 

- 
sol s 

a 

(27r n)(1 rIs/gEYI +Ia 

VIj t 0 1 Aexp{-2(I7I - 1)1 5'5j}) 
8 \ sO5-sOlJ (27r)(IY1j-1-l)2V1a- 

M 
vta5 s.#So 
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It follows from Is-soI < (p+q), < I5 < (p+q+ 1), and a0 < I, that 
(3.8) 

+ + L> 8(p + q)P+q)(2f)(P+q)/2 exp{-2(p + q)(p + q + 1)}M(Z vas)V-I 

= 2c(p, q) M ( Zvas)?. 
s#~so 

We can see that c(p, q) > 0 is a constant which depends only on p and q. 
Since the Riemann initial data (3.4) satisfies IUO() IBV(R) = M, combining (3.6) 
and (3.8) yields the desired lower error bound, provided 

]2 
Ax < C(p, q) 4/ t/I. 

This completes the proof of the main theorem. 0 
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